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Abstract: An ocean acoustic tomography (OAT) experiment conducted in the northern South China
Sea in 2021 measured a month-long record of acoustic travel times along paths of over one hundred
kilometers in range. A mesoscale eddy passed through the experimental region during the deploy-
ment of four acoustic moorings, providing unique OAT data for examining the deep temperature
change in the eddy and for comparison with the Hybrid Coordinate Ocean Model (HYCOM) data.
The existence of the eddy is first confirmed by the merged sea level anomaly (MSLA) image and
HYCOM data and it can exceed the depth of the sound channel axis. The temperature changes
measured by temperature and depth (TD)/conductivity–temperature–depth (CTD) loggers and
by the OAT sound speed are in accordance with those reflected on the MSLA image during the
movement of the eddy. However, the eddy movement prompted by temperature changes in the
HYCOM data is different from that measured by TD/CTD. The modeled eddy intensity is at least
two times less than the measured eddy intensity. At the sound channel axis depth, a factor of
approximately 4.17 ms−1 ◦C−1 can be used to scale between sound speed and temperature. The
transmission/reception path-averaged temperature of the eddy derived from the OAT-computed
sound speed at the depth of the sound channel axis is five times greater than those in the HYCOM
data. OAT is feasible as a tool to study mesoscale eddy properties in the deep ocean, while HYCOM
data are not accurate enough for this mesoscale eddy at the sound channel axis depth. It is suggested
that the model be refined by the OAT path-averaged temperature as constraints when the HYCOM
data capture the mesoscale eddies.

Keywords: ocean acoustic tomography; mesoscale eddy; sound channel axis; path-averaged temper-
ature; sound speed

1. Introduction

The South China Sea (SCS) is of great oceanographic interest, not only because the
internal wave is prevalent throughout the north of the semi-closed oceans [1,2], but also
the ocean is full of mesoscale eddies [3–6]. Mesoscale eddies are capable of carrying water
bodies with different characteristics from their surroundings, enabling the transport of
oceanic mass and energy, and are an important factor in supporting the oceanic thermoha-
line circulation, as well as maintaining the oceanic energy scale string [7,8]. At the same
time, the hydrodynamic properties of eddies play an important role in providing nutrients,
which can affect plankton blooms [9]. The existence of ocean eddies also causes significant
changes in the structure of the vertical profile of the sound speed in a certain area, which in
turn alters the propagation form of acoustic waves and the energy distribution pattern of the
sound field, thus affecting the underwater detection and counter-detection of sonar [10–13].
Numerous studies show that eddies greatly change the sound field’s main distribution
when compared to a sound field without eddies. The eddy causes major changes in the
arrival structure captured by a vertical array, e.g., acoustic arrival time perturbations by
mesoscale eddies [14]. The presence of the eddy could result in the percentage of energy
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arriving at angles less than 5◦ from the broad side from 5% to 50% [15]. The eddy’s position
relative to the source induces changes in transmission loss of up to 20 dB [15,16]. The horizon-
tal angle of the ray path is shifted through the eddy, bringing about horizontal deflections in
excess of 1◦ [17,18]. Warm eddies reduce the width of the convergence zone (CZ), while the
opposite effect is observed for cold eddies [19]. Propagation across the eddy boundary is
shown to create a second series of CZs, in addition to the normal series [20]. All mentioned
above constitute the forward problem of ocean acoustics.

Understanding the forward problem is fundamental for addressing any inverse prob-
lem. Ocean acoustic tomography (OAT) as an inverse method, first proposed by Munk and
Wunsch in 1979 [21], has focused on exploiting the remote sensing capabilities of acoustics
using both active (acoustic tomography) and passive sources [22–24]. OAT can make a
simultaneous mapping of time-varying subsurface structures such as current velocity, water
temperature, and sound speed [22,25,26]. Over the years, accurate measurement of the
time or other characteristics of acoustic propagation is made to infer oceanic phenomena in
the deep region traversed by the sound field [12,27–30], especially dramatically varying
oceanic phenomena (e.g., mesoscale eddies) being a direction of development. However,
the exploration of deep-sea mesoscale eddies by OAT is still stuck in reconstructing the
frontal boundary shapes of an eddy [12], or lower root mean squared error (RMSE) in
the structural estimation of mesoscale eddy [31] or halving the number of coefficients for
mesoscale eddy representation [32] or changing the coupling coefficient of different orders
of normal modes greatly, without reconstructing three-dimensional eddy profile [30]. There
is no definite estimation of the temperature change in a deep-sea mesoscale eddy by the
OAT method, which motivates the development of this paper.

Since the significance of SCS eddy in oceanography and acoustics, a warm mesoscale
eddy was observed passing through the OAT experimental region in the northern SCS
in 2021. Combining acoustic and hydrological moorings, all equipment was placed to be
within an area of about 100 km square, and constructed an observation system. The OAT
provides unique data for the eddy evolution study while it progresses through the region.
The tomography system was usually designed to resolve acoustic signals with O (10 ms)
precision [28] and to identify specific ray paths with specific ray arrivals [33]. Individ-
ual ray arrivals were not observed in this experiment due to system design deficiencies.
Nevertheless, the information from the tomographic measurements is primarily the trans-
mission/reception path-averaged temperature of the eddy derived from the OAT-computed
sound speed at the depth of the sound channel axis. This technique can provide a better
understanding of the deep-water body where the mesoscale eddy is located and has signifi-
cant advantages in the observation of eddy deep temperature evolution. To compare the
deep temperature change in the warm eddy as it moved over the transmission/reception
sections from the OAT data, the Hybrid Coordinate Ocean Model (HYCOM) ocean model,
as reference ocean, is employed and compared for the eddy temperature evolution because
it has certain advantages in the simulation of the South China Sea [34]. The use of HY-
COM ocean models is essential to assess the relative impact of the various data types on
the mesoscale eddies estimates. A comparative study of the properties of moored/point,
satellite remote sensing, acoustic tomography/integral observations, and ocean models of
mesoscale eddy in the 2021 north SCS in this paper provide some data types that are both
accurate and complementary to data from other on-going programs.

The purpose of this paper is to convert the tomographic eddy temperature variation
estimates of sound speed to temperature estimates and compare it with the temperature
variation obtained from HYCOM to fill the gap between the deep-sea temperature varia-
tions of actual ocean mesoscale eddy and that obtained by existing models. In Section 2,
the experiments and data sources are first described, and then the data how to be pro-
cessed, including the conversion between sound speed and temperature or salinity and
the calculation of the average temperature over the path. The movement of the mesoscale
eddy as demonstrated by the merged sea level anomaly (MSLA) and HYCOM is outlined
in Section 3, the temperature information of the mesoscale eddy obtained from the OAT
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experiment is presented in Section 4, and the mesoscale eddy properties obtained from
multiple sources are compared in Section 5. Section 6 explains the strengths and limitations
of this study. Finally, a concluding discussion is given in Section 7.

2. Data and Methodology
2.1. 2021 SCS OAT Experiment Data

The 2021 OAT experiment was conducted in the northern SCS from 11 July to 15 August
in the area with depths ranging from 2000 m to 3700 m. Figure 1a plots the positions and depths
of the four acoustic moorings deployed during the experiment, while Figure 1b illustrates the
observation instruments attached to each mooring. A transmitting transducer, a positioning
device, and two ten-element hydrophone vertical arrays form the core acoustic equipment
on each mooring. Although the attached positions of the temperature and depth (TD) and
CTD loggers are not shown in Figure 1b, a total of 16 TD loggers and 4 CTD loggers are
tied to each mooring at roughly the same depth among the four moorings. Table 1 shows
the seawater and hydrophones depth and location at each mooring, and Table 2 shows the
distance between each pair of moorings.
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Figure 1. Locations of the four acoustic moorings (a); configuration of an acoustic mooring (b); typical
sound speed profile in the experimental sea area (c); a set of eigenrays obtained from a snapshot of
the sound speed (d). The acoustic source is located at 1110 m depth approximately at the left of the
figure (mooring C), and the receiver is at 1080 m depth approximately at the right (No. 2 hydrophone
on mooring D).
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Table 1. Seawater and hydrophones depths at the four acoustic moorings.

Mooring Water Depth/m Location Depth Range of
Hydrophones/m Spacing/m Numbers of

Hydrophones

A 2168 18.06◦N, 113.51◦E
1075–1097.5 2.5 10
1102.5–1125 2.5 10

B 2490 18.70◦N, 114.29◦E
1065–1087.5 2.5 10
1102.5–1125 2.5 10

C 3620 17.69◦N, 114.71◦E
1076–1098.5 2.5 10
1113.5–1136 2.5 10

D 2700 17.05◦N, 113.92◦E
1076–1098.5 2.5 10
1113.5–1136 2.5 10

Table 2. Distance between each pair of moorings.

Mooring Pair Distance between Moorings/km

A–B 109.81
A–C 133.26
A–D 120.12
B–C 120.72
B–D 187.80
C–D 109.39

The sound speed profile measured by CTD deployment in the experimental sea area
shows that the sound channel axis depth is approximately 1100 m (Figure 1c). The four
transmitting transducers on each mooring were placed at a depth of approximately 1100 m,
and No. 1–20 hydrophones were attached to each mooring at 1075 to 1135 m depth with
2.5 m spacing for transmission/reception around the sound channel axis. Every mooring
transmitted m-sequence source signal sweeping between 430–530 Hz over 40.95 s duration
at a source level of 186 dB re 1 µPa @ 1 m. Source signals were emitted 8 times a day
beginning at 1:00 a.m. and for each transmission repeated twice with a 5 min interval.
The hydrophones and their recording module on one mooring worked and collected the
other three mooring transmissions continuously during the whole experiment. The exact
reception depth of the vertical hydrophone array on each mooring is listed in Table 1.
To trace and record the hydrophone position on each mooring, four transponders were
placed along the seabed at the corners of a square with each mooring centered and the
side length of four transponders was approximately 1 km, which is long baseline, high-
frequency, acoustic transponder system used to monitor the motions of each mooring and
every hydrophone during the OAT experiment. The long baseline systems were used to
correct the acoustic travel times for the horizontal motion of the source and the receiver due
to ocean currents. The displacement corrections for every hydrophone were then estimated
by spline interpolation, assuming that the mooring shape was curved. Positioning errors
were calculated and estimated to be less than 3 m.

2.2. Satellite Altimeter and HYCOM Data

Satellite altimeter data and HYCOM data were utilized for comparison with the
actual measured data (hydrologic and acoustic data) in the experimental area. The MSLA
data provided at the official website of the Copernicus Marine Environment Monitoring
Service (CMEMS) (https://marine.copernicus.eu/, accessed on 16 November 2021) are
downloaded to evaluate the existence, spatiotemporal variations, and motion trajectory of
a passing mesoscale eddy in this study. The data, which have a spatial resolution of 1/4◦ ×
1/4◦ and a temporal resolution of 1 day, are obtained by merging data from Jason–1/2/3,
Environmental Satellite (ENVISAT), GEOSat Follow-on (GFO), and other satellite altimeters.
To match the time of the OAT experiment, daily delay time (DT) MSLA data from 11 July to
20 August 2021, are selected for the region bounded by 15◦N to 21◦N and 111◦E to 118◦E.

https://marine.copernicus.eu/
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This study also makes use of data from HYCOM (downloaded website https://
www.ncdc.noaa.gov/data-access/model-data/ocean-nomads, accessed on 28 November
2021), which is an operational global ocean model based on mixed coordinates. HYCOM
assimilates the existing observation data available, including the horizontal flow field, sea
surface temperature, and salinity data. The model data have a horizontal resolution of 1/12◦

× 1/12◦ and are divided into 40 vertical layers from 0 m to 5000 m. It is demonstrated that
the HYCOM model has advantages in the simulation of mesoscale eddies in the SCS [33]
and is thus preferably selected for comparisons with our OAT measurements in the study.
The two adjacent layers’ data at 1000 m and 1250 m near the depth of the sound channel
axis are daily moving averages for 35 days from 11 July and 15 August 2021 in this study.

2.3. Data Processing Methods
2.3.1. Sound Speed/Temperature Conversion

Travel time is a key function of temperature, current velocity, and salinity [22]. In the
absence of ocean currents, the relations between the fluctuations in temperature or salinity
and associated changes in sound speed can be obtained by computing the partial derivatives
of the equations for sound speed. The Mackenzie equation [35] gives

∂C
∂T

= 4.59− 0.106T + 7.12× 10−4T2 − 1.03× 10−2(S− 35), (1)

∂C
∂S

= 1.34− 0.103× 10−2T, (2)

which describe the relative effects of temperature and salinity on sound speed. The factor
relating sound speed and temperature changes is temperature dependent, as mentioned
above, and weakly salinity dependent; thus, the sound speed variation induced by the
pure temperature and salt variation is given with the integration over the corresponding
variable (temperature or salt) interval,

∆CT ≈
∫ ∆T

0

∂C
∂T

dT, (3)

∆CS ≈
∫ ∆S

0

∂C
∂S

dS, (4)

At the sound channel axis of the experimental area, the temperature is approximately
4.2 ◦C, so temperature changes are small and can be readily derived from estimated sound
speed changes using a simple scaling factor, k, with an error of only a few percent [22],

∆C ≈ kdT, (5)

According to the calculation method provided by Dushaw [36], the simple scaling factor
is 4.17 ms−1 ◦C−1. Thus, the estimates for sound speed can be accurately and conveniently
converted to temperature estimates.

2.3.2. OAT Data Processing

Because sound rays always refract toward lower speed areas, sound waves emitted
at the sound channel axis are confined and trapped near the channel considering that
the sound speed is higher in the layers both above and below the sound channel axis.
The eigenrays shown in Figure 1d illustrate that the majority of sound rays do not contact
the sea surface or the seabed, resulting in a very small energy loss and over 100 km of sound
propagation under a moderate source level. The peak arrival of the acoustic signal, which is
determined after pulse compression signal processing, is used to locate the precise position of
the OAT travel time series. Because the travel time depends on the hydrologically associated
sound speed and the transmission and reception distance, the motion of the vertical array
must be removed by a positioning device to resolve the only hydrological factor-induced

https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/data-access/model-data/ocean-nomads
https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/data-access/model-data/ocean-nomads
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sound speed variation. Nevertheless, the reciprocity law states that the acoustic pressure
will remain unchanged if the source and receiver positions are interchanged. Therefore,
we will not discriminate which mooring is source or receiver in the following discussion.
There are two considerations for choosing the three paths AC, DC, and BA. One is the
movement of the eddy from D to A, B, and C. The other is, from the MSLA and HYCOM
data, the temperature at moorings B and C is more affected by the eddy than that among
the rest of the four moorings. Therefore, moorings B/C are chosen as one end of the path,
while moorings A/D are chosen as the other end of the path to better illustrate the OAT
experimental results and to better compare the OAT data with MSLA or HYCOM data.

The sound speed, which is obtained by dividing the travel time by the distance
between the moorings, is smoothed by 8 transmissions to obtain a one-day average since
the temporal resolution of the HYCOM data is 1 day. Meanwhile, each mooring has a total of
16 TD and 4 CTD measurements ranging in depth from 200 m to 1550 m. The temperature data
at a depth of approximately 1100 m were used herein by spline interpolation of the above depth
data and have a temporal resolution of 1 min and range from 1:00 a.m. on 11 July to 1:00 a.m.
on 15 August totaling 35 days. To facilitate a comparison with the corresponding HYCOM
data, which are resolved in days, the recorded TD/CTD temperature measurements are
smoothed to obtain the daily moving average temperature.

2.3.3. Processing of HYCOM Data

The temperature change at the sound channel axis depth (1100 m) was relatively weak
relative to the pelagic depth; at the same time, the HYCOM data only had two layers of data
at 1000 m and 1250 m at this depth. The HYCOM temperature at 1100 m depth is obtained
by interpolation from the adjacent layers of 1000 m and 1250 m depth data. To obtain the
temperature anomalies caused by the mesoscale eddy in the experimental sea area, we
need the background temperature of the same experimental area. However, it is worth
noting that the background field cannot be removed using 6◦ × 6◦ grid median filtering [37]
because the experimental sea area is surrounded by land. Hence, the background field
is obtained by temporally averaging the HYCOM data from 1 to 10 July; during the
period, there is no obvious eddy from the sea level anomaly of the merged altimeter
data. The temperature anomaly at a depth of 1100 m is then calculated by subtracting
the matching background temperatures from the 11 July to 20 August data, yielding the
temperature temporal variations at a depth of 1100 m at the four moorings.

Then, we need a path-averaged algorithm to compute the average temperature along
the sound propagation path at the four moorings. The average temperature on each path
is calculated using a length-weighted averaging algorithm, which is based on differential
techniques. Suppose Figure 2 is a plane grid that represents the interpolated layer of HYCOM
data at the sound channel axis depth. The green dots represent the HYCOM grid data,
marked Ti,j (The footmarkers i, j stand for the transversal and longitudinal points of the
lattice respectively). A and B represent the two points of transmitter and receiver location,
respectively. Assume that the temperature data of each grid point represent the temperature
of all “points” within a certain surrounding area. The temperature values within the range
of 1/2 grid length on the left and right sides and 1/2 grid width on the upper and lower
sides of a grid point can be regarded as equal to that of the grid point. For example,
assume that the temperature of T2,0 is V; then, the temperature value of all “points” in the
surrounding green box is V. Next, the direct propagation path with endpoints A and B is
divided into several line segments, as shown in Figure 2. The temperature of each line
segment depends on which square it falls into, and the temperature of the segment equals
that of the grid-centered square. Meanwhile, the length proportion of each line segment
relative to the total path length can also be computed. In this way, the average temperature
on the direct path AB can be obtained by summing the length-weighted temperatures
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of all segments together, which multiplies the temperature of each line segment by the
proportion of the line segment in the path,

TAB = T0,0·
AC1

AB
+ T0,1·

C1C2

AB
+ T1,1·

C2C3

AB
+ T1,2·

C3B
AB

(6)

where TAB stands for the average temperature on path A–B, Ti,j is the grid temperature data
in the HYCOM data, in which the footmarkers i, j stand for the transversal and longitudinal
points of the lattice respectively and AC1/C1C2/C2C3/C3B/AB is the line segment length
between two points in Figure 2.
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represent the HYCOM grid data, marked Ti,j. A and B represent the two points of transmitter and
receiver, respectively. Since line AC1 falls into the orange box with the central grid point T0,0, the
temperature value of line AC1 is assigned as T0,0.

Finally, the path-averaged temperature time series of the eddy in the HYCOM data
are compared with those estimated from the sound speed variation of the OAT.

3. Movement of the Eddy from Altimeters and HYCOM Data
3.1. The Movement of the Eddy Imaged by Altimeters

As shown in Figure 3a, a pair of mesoscale warm eddies (a cascade of two warm eddies)
formed in the early stages of the OAT experiment beginning on 11 July 2021. The two eddies
merged together into a single eddy before 31 July and migrated during the development
phase. The merged mesoscale eddy progressively strengthened in the experimental sea
area; moreover, the eddy profile gradually became clearer. In the beginning, the eddy
affected only moorings C and D, but as the eddy moved, it influenced all four moorings
to varying degrees. Mooring A was always at the edge of the eddy, and mooring C was
always encompassed by the warm eddy; moreover, the edge of the warm eddy moved
away from mooring D gradually, and the eddy gradually moved toward mooring B. In
brief, the warm eddy gradually moved northward and slightly eastward.
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Figure 3. Map of sea surface height anomalies in the OAT experimental sea area on the 11 July 2021
(a), 16 July 2021 (b), 21 July 2021 (c), 26 July 2021 (d), 31 July 2021 (e), 05 August 2021 (f), 10 August
2021 (g), 15 August 2021 (h), 20 August 2021 (i), and the gray arrows represent the flow velocity field.
The date of the eddy evolution is shown above the center of each panel. The dots denote the locations
of moorings A, B, C, and D, respectively. The specific latitude and longitude coordinates can be found
in Table 1. A pair of mesoscale warm eddies formed in the early stages of the OAT experiment with
the two eddies merged together into a single eddy and migrated northward and slightly eastward
during the experiment.

3.2. The Warm Eddy Captured by HYCOM Data

The temperature anomaly associated with the eddy center in summer is believed to be
centrosymmetric across the whole water column according to a composite analysis of the
eddy center [38]; therefore, it is feasible to utilize the temperature anomaly in the HYCOM
data to represent the movement of the eddy. The eddy influence depth is clearly shown
on the temperature anomaly profile (Figure 4) after the HYCOM data are daily moving
averaged while the moorings work. Because the eddy temperature anomaly exceeded
depths of 1400 m, it directly affected the water body along the sound channel axis, as
illustrated in Figure 4. Figure 5a–i presents the eddy in the HYCOM data at a depth of 50 m
for comparison with the MSLA data. The strength of the warm eddy steadily increased
over time as it moved northeast. The eddy was close to mooring D at first, barely impacting
mooring C. As it developed and moved, however, it affected moorings A, B, and C while
traveling away from mooring D, and by 31 July, it did not influence mooring D at all.
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Figure 6 displays the temperature variations of the four moorings at depth of 1100 m
in the HYCOM data and “virtual” (see below for the meaning of “virtual”) TD/CTD
measurements. For the HYCOM data, the daily temperature of the moorings at 1100 m
is obtained by interpolation of the four nearest grid data, whereas the temperature of
“virtual” TD/CTD (hereafter referred to hereafter as TD/CTD-measured temperature in
brief) at 1100 m depth is also obtained by spline interpolation of a total of 16 TD and 4 CTD
measurements ranging in depth from 200 m to 1550 m. The mooring A temperature in
HYCOM at a depth of 1100 m progressively rose over time due to the development and
approaching of the warm eddy. In contrast, the mooring B temperature in HYCOM at
depth of 1100 m increased and then declined over the 35-day period, although it remained
relatively steady. This is because the warm eddy had no impact on mooring B at the start;
when its edge approached mooring B later, its temperature was slightly changed. The moor-
ing C temperature in HYCOM increased with time, possessing the highest climbing rate
among the four moorings also because mooring C was most in close proximity to the eddy
center, whereas mooring D temperature steadily dropped over time, resulting from the
warm eddy moving progressively farther away.

Figure 6. Temperature variations of the moorings at a depth of 1100 m in the HYCOM data and by
the “virtual” TD/CTD measurements. The solid curve is the data of the HYCOM model; the dashed
curve is the data of TD/CTD measurements.

4. Results of the OAT Experiment

OAT was originally conceived as integral observations of the ocean and a way to estimate
path-averaged sound speed over range. Acoustic rays provide a natural measure of this
quantity [22]. Within the inverse scheme, one could certainly compute a path-averaged sound
speed along a single eigenray as a function of range; however, the uncertainties associated
with such a scheme would be so large as to make such computation less meaningful. On the
other hand, it is important to recognize that since all eigenrays arrive at approximately the
same time, it does not matter which ray was assigned to which arrival peak, at least to the
first order [29]. For this reason, it is not obligatory to resolve every eigenray and compute
each arrival time along a single eigenray. Instead, it is often preferred to compute the
range-average of the sound speed of all eigenrays, which has small uncertainty. It is well
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known that an oceanographically meaningful quantity is the average. To obtain an estimate
of temperature, therefore, the appropriate average sound speed quantity is calculated in
this paper, and this quantity and its uncertainty were scaled to obtain temperature [36].
The fluctuation of the daily averaged travel time of the acoustic signal can be used to
characterize the temperature properties of water near the sound channel axis and for
comparison with those in the HYCOM data.

In this experiment, 20 hydrophones were attached to the mooring line vertically at
depths near the sound channel axis. Figure 7a–c shows that the variation in sound veloc-
ity with time obtained from the array received by the 20 hydrophones is very consistent
whether they are received from station C and transmitted from station A (Figure 7a)/D
(Figure 7b) or received from station A and transmitted from station B (Figure 7c). To demon-
strate this consistency, the correlation coefficients are calculated between different hy-
drophones, except for the malfunction of the No. 5, 14, and 19 hydrophones, the correlation
coefficients of the time series are more than 0.97. Therefore, we only need to choose the
time series of one hydrophone for analysis (hereinafter the second hydrophone).
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Figure 7. The fluctuation of the speed of sound with time received from the 20 hydrophones whether
they are received from station C and transmitted from station A (a)/D (b) or received from station A
and transmitted from station B (c). The variation in sound velocity with time obtained from the array
is very consistent with the correlation coefficients of the time series.

The increase in the daily average travel times of the signals between moorings D
and C indicates that sound speed dropped dramatically over time between D and C from
1486 m/s to 1482 m/s. Such a reduction in the sound speed implies a temperature drop,
which further shows that the average temperature on path D–C declined over time (shown
in Figure 8), with the maximum sound speed difference reaching 4 m/s, while signals
transmitted by mooring A and received by mooring C yielded relatively constant sound
speed estimation throughout time, meaning that the A–C path-averaged temperature
variation is 1485 ± 1 m/s, which is nearly negligible. The propagation speed of sound
transmitted by mooring B and received by mooring A increased significantly over time from
1482 m/s to 1488 m/s with a maximum difference of 6 m/s, which also means an increase
in temperature. The variation in the sound speed along the sound channel axis indicates
that hydrological factors, notably water temperature, varied due to the eddy motion.
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Figure 8. Fluctuations in the sound speeds of the three propagation paths based on the signals at the
No. 2 hydrophone. The sound speed, which is obtained by dividing the travel time by the distance
between the moorings, is smoothed by 8 transmissions to obtain a one-day average since the temporal
resolution of the HYCOM data is one day. Three sound paths, AC, DC, and BA are eventually chosen
for investigation based on the motion trajectory of the mesoscale eddy.

Additionally, the TD/CTD-measured temperatures at mooring A at depth of 1100 m
increased somewhat over time. The TD/CTD-measured temperatures at mooring B in-
creased the most, while those at mooring C were practically stable and typically constant.
In contrast, the temperatures measured at mooring D slowly fell (see Figure 6, solid curves).

5. Comparison of the Eddy Using Multisource Data
5.1. Comparison of the Eddy Movement between the MSLA and HYCOM Data

As shown in Figure 3a, the warm eddy imaged by MSLA began to affect moorings C
and D on 11 July, with mooring C being influenced by the warm eddy center and mooring
A being touched by its edge. The eddy progressively influenced mooring B while drifting
northeastward and eventually severely impacted mooring B after 31 July. Although the
temperature anomaly of the warm eddy in HYCOM (Figure 5a–i) only marginally affected
mooring D at a depth of 50 m, it had almost no manifestation on mooring C from 11 July.
Beginning approximately on 21 July, according to the HYCOM data, the eddy began to
affect moorings A, B, and C as the eddy intensified and moved northeast. By 31 July, the
eddy had completely stopped impacting mooring D. In brief the HYCOM data indicate
that the eddy had the most visible influence on mooring C, whereas the eddy recorded
by satellite altimeters had the most obvious influence on mooring B. Consequently, the
movement of the mesoscale eddy in the HYCOM data is not entirely compatible with those
observed by the satellite altimeters.

5.2. Comparison of Temperature between MSLA and TD/CTD

Comparing Figures 6 and 9a–i reveals that the TD/CTD-measured temperature at
mooring A slightly increased as a result of being near the edge of the eddy (also seen in
the sea surface height anomaly maps). According to the sea surface height anomaly maps,
the largest recorded temperature rise at mooring B occurred due to a temperature shift
from being unaffected to being gradually influenced by the warm eddy. The TD/CTD-
measured temperature at mooring C remained essentially constant, indicating that mooring
C temperature was constant inside the warm eddy, which was confirmed by the sea
surface height anomaly maps. Finally, the progressive drop in the temperatures recorded at
mooring D is attributed to the gradual departure of the warm eddy from mooring D. These
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findings support that the TD/CTD-measured temperature fluctuations at each mooring
match the sea surface height anomalies well.
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Figure 9. HYCOM temperature anomaly maps at the depth of 1100 m on the 11 July 2021 (a), 16
July 2021 (b), 21 July 2021 (c), 26 July 2021 (d), 31 July 2021 (e), 05 August 2021 (f), 10 August 2021
(g), 15 August 2021 (h), 20 August 2021 (i). The date of the eddy measurement is shown above the
upper center of each panel. In order to compare with the temperature anomaly shown in the OAT
experiment results of the sound channel axis depth, the temperature anomaly map at the depth of
50 m is not applicable, so the map at the depth of 1100 m is selected for intuitive comparison.

5.3. Comparison of Temperature between TD/CTD and HYCOM

However, the eddy at depth of 1100 m at every mooring location in the HYCOM data
tells a different story from that of the TD/CTD-measured temperatures. Figure 6 shows
that the temporal temperature variations in HYCOM at moorings A and D (solid curve)
are both similar to those measured by the TD/CTD loggers. The HYCOM temperature at
mooring B remained generally stable over time, while the TD/CTD-measured temperature
increased considerably from 3.56 to 4.12 ◦C. Conversely, the HYCOM temperature at
mooring C increased during the experiment (from 3.67 to 3.91 ◦C), while the TD/CTD-
measured temperature fluctuated between 4.1 and 4.2 ◦C. The fact that the temperature
changes at moorings B and C in HYCOM are quite different from the TD/CTD-measured
data demonstrates that the experimental starting position and movement of the eddy in
the HYCOM data differ significantly from those indicated by the satellite altimeters and
the TD/CTD in situ measurements, suggesting the deficiencies of the HYCOM model.
Furthermore, the temperature fluctuations (from 3.54 ◦C to 4.25 ◦C, see orange cross-marks
on two dashed curves), among the four moorings are greater than those in the HYCOM
data (from 3.58 ◦C to 3.90 ◦C see orange cross-marks on two solid curves), implying that
the modeled eddy intensity is at least two times less than the measured eddy intensity. This
finding is consistent with Sagen [29], who claims that comparable model variations are
much weaker, indicating that the model underestimates the intensity of the mesoscale.
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5.4. Comparison of the Eddy Temperature between the OAT and HYCOM Data
5.4.1. Comparison of the Eddy Movement at the Sound Channel Axis Depth

As mentioned above, a comparison of the eddy movement between the OAT and HY-
COM temperatures is made at the depth of the sound channel axis. The acoustic data can be
used to obtain estimates of sound speed variations and then temperature variations by the use
of sound speed to temperature conversion. The average temperature on path D–C declined
by 1.04 ◦C, with the temperature at mooring C remaining essentially constant and that at
mooring D dropping (Figure 6). The temperature reduction on path D–C within the deep
sound channel is consistent with the warm eddy movement recorded by satellite altimeters
(Figure 3a–i), which demonstrates that the eddy gradually departed from mooring D during
this period. The sound speed increase on path B–A (Figure 8) indicates that the average
temperature on the path rose 1.40 ◦C. Furthermore, the largest increase in sound speed coin-
cides with the maximal rise in the OAT-derived average temperature, which is compatible
with the satellite altimeter observation that mooring B went from being unaffected to being
influenced by the warm eddy while mooring A remained at the eddy edge. The sound
propagation path B–A (not the path D–C) displays the greatest perturbation in sound speed,
indicating that the temperature at mooring B changed the most, whereas the HYCOM data
indicate the greatest temperature change occurred at mooring C, revealing that the HYCOM
data are not precise enough at 1100 m depth. The presence of the eddy between mooring
A and mooring C resulted in a sound speed fluctuation between 1483.5 and 1486 m/s;
thus, the temperature variations (maximum not exceeding 0.75 ◦C) on path A–C were not
noticeable during the experiment. Ultimately, the eddy path-averaged temperatures at the
depth of the sound channel axis recorded by OAT are compatible with those imaged by
satellite altimeters but are distinct from those described by the HYCOM data.

5.4.2. Difference in the Eddy Temperature at the Sound Channel Axis Depth between OAT
and HYCOM

The sound speed at the started/ended experiment date (11 July/15 August) is not
excluded in the following comparison because we cannot find enough eight transmission/
reception data points to perform the moving average. The sound speed on the B–A path at the
sound channel axis depth was the lowest (1482.1 m/s) on 15 July and the highest (1488.2 m/s)
on 8 August, as shown in Figure 8. The maximum difference is 6 m/s. Because the sound
speed on path B–A reflects the average temperature effect on the sound propagation path,
it is necessary to obtain the average temperature change on this path in HYCOM for
comparison (Figure 6). The temperature change on path B–A calculated from the HYCOM
data is 0.13 ◦C. Similarly, the sound speed on path D–C was the largest (1486.1 m/s) on
13 July and the smallest (1481.8 m/s) on 14 August. The maximum difference is 4 m/s.
Correspondingly, the temperature variation in the HYCOM data changed by 0.19 ◦C. In the
HYCOM data, the temperature variation on path D–C was greater than that on path B–A,
indicating that the eddy represented by the HYCOM data exerted a stronger influence on
mooring C than on mooring B. At the depth of the sound channel axis (the temperature is
typically in the range of 4 ◦C), for every 1 ◦C change in temperature, the corresponding
change in sound speed is 4.17 m/s. According to the OAT results, the measured sound
speed on path B–A changed by as much as 6 m/s, so the corresponding temperature
change was within 1.44 ◦C. The measured sound speed variation on path D–C was 4 m/s;
the corresponding temperature change was less than 0.96 ◦C. We can conclude that the
measured temperatures derived from the sound speed are significantly (at least five times)
greater than the HYCOM data, which demonstrates that the HYCOM data are not precise
enough to capture the temperature anomaly of the warm eddy, at least not precise at the
depth of the sound channel axis (1100 m) in this study. The temperature change difference
between the OAT and HYCOM data is shown in Figure 10. The maximum sound velocity
difference and temperature difference obtained by each hydrophone are listed in Table 3
showing that the OAT temperature variation averaged over 20 hydrophones is at least
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5 times that of the HYCOM-derived temperature data. The OAT experimental data-derived
temperature variations are much greater than those in the HYCOM model.
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Table 3. Maximum sound speed and temperature variation for the 20 hydrophones.

D→C B→A A→C

Hydrophone
Difference Sound

Speed/ms−1 Temperature/◦C Sound Speed Temperature Sound Speed Temperature

No. 1 4.23 1.02 6.02 1.44 3.20 0.77

No. 2 4.28 1.03 6.02 1.44 3.33 0.80

No. 3 4.28 1.03 5.93 1.42 3.18 0.76

No. 4 4.25 1.02 5.94 1.43 3.15 0.75

No. 5 - - 6.03 1.44 - -

No. 6 4.24 1.02 5.93 1.42 3.06 0.74

No. 7 4.25 1.02 6.01 1.44 3.13 0.75

No. 8 4.28 1.03 6.02 1.44 3.13 0.75

No. 9 4.23 1.01 6.24 1.50 3.15 0.76

No. 10 4.20 1.01 6.00 1.44 3.16 0.76

No. 11 4.50 1.08 6.18 1.48 3.21 0.77

No. 12 4.48 1.07 6.40 1.53 3.19 0.77

No. 13 4.47 1.07 5.96 1.43 3.16 0.756

No. 14 - - 6.05 1.45 - -

No. 15 4.47 1.07 6.09 1.46 3.12 0.75

No. 16 4.45 1.07 6.07 1.46 3.02 0.72

No. 17 4.37 1.05 4.37 1.05 3.03 0.73

No. 18 4.37 1.05 4.37 1.05 3.04 0.73

No. 19 - - 6.87 1.65 - -

No. 20 4.40 1.05 4.40 1.05 2.98 0.72

Mean Value 4.34 1.04 5.85 1.40 3.13 0.75

HYCOM Result NA 0.19 NA 0.13 NA 0.04

6. Discussion

The above result is reasonable by comparison with H. Sagen’s work, in which a
regional high-resolution Fram Strait Model based on HYCOM was shown to greatly under-
estimate the intensity of mesoscale fluctuations and to exhibit a warm bias of approximately
0.38 ◦C in path-averaged temperature, although rich observation data in the upper layer
were assimilated in the above model [37]. It is not surprising that the HYCOM model used
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in this article, which is not specifically targeted and tuned at the experimental area and not
much field data at the sound channel axis are assimilated in the HYCOM model, produces
results that are five times smaller than the observed OAT measurements. The discovery is
valuable for temperature-related eddy research, particularly for eddy studies at the sound
channel axis. To put it another way, limited by the data provided by the OAT experiment
(e.g., the hydrophone does not have full depth coverage and lacks flow data), only the
eddy temperature at the depth of the sound channel axis was investigated in this paper,
and further research is needed to detect temperature changes at other depths or even three-
dimensional structures of the eddy by OAT. Nevertheless, an OAT method for detecting the
movement and temperature evolution of a mesoscale eddy is demonstrated in this article.
OAT provides a data type that is both accurate and complementary to data from other
moored/point observations. On the other hand, OAT can improve high-resolution ocean
models through data assimilation techniques; the use of acoustic travel times as constraints
on the ocean model, through data assimilation or other means, could be expected to correct
some of the model deficiencies, particularly at deep layers such as sound channel axis
depth where there is not rich observation data in comparison with the above mixed layer.
OAT measurements also have the advantage of providing long time series data at a specific
space which is very efficient in model output improvement.

7. Conclusions

For a comparative study of the temperature change in a warm eddy, the existence
of a mesoscale eddy is first confirmed both by satellite altimeter and HYCOM model
data in the experimental sea area. The temperature changes measured by TD/CTD and
by the OAT sound speed (temperature estimates were readily obtained from the sound
speed estimates) are in accordance with those captured on the MSLA image during the
evolution of the eddy. This article demonstrates the possibility that OAT can be leveraged
to quantify the temperature change and even the movement of a mesoscale eddy in deep
waters. However, the eddy temperature changes prompted by the HYCOM data is at least
two times less than that measured by TD/CTD. Moreover, the transmission/reception
path-averaged temperature change in the eddy in the HYCOM data is inconsistent with
that derived from the sound speed of the acoustic signal recorded by the OAT, including
both inconsistencies in the eddy temperature evolution and movement. Furthermore, the
OAT temperature changes at the depth of the sound channel axis are five times greater than
those path-averaged in the HYCOM data. These findings demonstrate that OAT is also
feasible as a tool to study the properties of mesoscale eddies at depth. At the same time, the
HYCOM data are insufficiently accurate, at least at the depth of the sound channel axis in
this investigation, which means OAT can improve high-resolution ocean models through
data assimilation.
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